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Game On 
By Dan Digmann, self-help group leader in Alma, 
and a frequent contributor to the MS Connection.

Ahh, the good old summertime! Or is it 
the same old summertime; being hot 
and watching the world go by.  A few 
years back, an article ran requesting 

ideas for making activities of daily living, 
ADL’s, easier.  As readers, you supplied lots of 
suggestions; ways to ease daily tasks, coping 
strategies, and even different routines.  It’s 
time, again, to share your ideas, tips and tricks!  
What makes your life run more smoothly?  
Caregivers, too, what’ve you found that 
lightens your load as parent, spouse, friend 
and caregiver?  Now, maybe something comes 
to mind but you dismiss it as either ‘so obvious’ 
or ‘too simple.’ Please, tell us about it anyway; 
you’d be surprised how valuable that tip just 
might be to another reader!
 For instance, how do you keep your cool 
during the hot weather? Cooking tips for 
instance, double the recipe; eat one and 
freeze one. Time savers, clothing tips, travel 
suggestions (user friendly getaways), and 
parenting pointers (especially with kids home 
for the summer); anything you’ve found that’s 
made a difference in your life.
 During the next few weeks, think about 
suggestions or strategies you use that might 
just help someone deal better with their 

world.  Then, send it to the NMSS, MI Chapter, 
attention: Sue Chapman, 21311 Civic Center 
Drive, Southfield, MI 48076.  Or you may call 
the Society, 1-800-344-4867, Option 2, Ext. 
243 (Ask the Nurse line) and leave your ideas 
to my attention on voice mail. Please include 
your name and phone number, slowly and 
clearly, so you may be contacted, if necessary. 
Deadline: August 1.
  Here’s a suggestion to start your creative 
juices flowing.  The world’s changing so 
quickly, but like everyone’s, your life may 
seem dull and boring at times.  Just for fun, 
take a trip to one of the home health care 
providers’ showroom.  You’ll be surprised at 
how much has been developed to make life 
with a disability more comfortable. Not only 
in facilitating daily necessities but technology 
has found ways to enhance the recreational 
aspects of life as well.  You’ll find things you 
never knew were out there. Knowledgeable 
people will help you explore the wide range of 
adaptations and accommodations available. 
Always remember, the National MS Society is 
here to help you with any referrals you might 
be seeking.  Look forward to hearing from you 
and enjoy the summer!

Michigan Chapter Announces New Service with IRC 

The Michigan Chapter contracted 
with the Information Resource Cen-
ter (IRC) in June.  Inquiries regarding 
information on MS, programs, and 

local resources are now directed to the IRC, 
and handled by the trained Information & 
Referral Specialists. Rose Jones Taylor, Chap-
ter Programs and Services Vice President, 
said “This is an exciting time for the Michi-
gan Chapter! The Programs Specialists and 

Managers in our office have worked relent-
lessly to manage I & R calls, and coordinate 
the additional programs we offer.  The IRC 
will allow the staff added time for growth in 
local programs delivery, and will assure con-
tinued customer service and accurate infor-
mation to our clients.”  To contact the Infor-
mation Resource Center dial 1-800-FIGHT 
MS (1-800-344-4867), and select option 1, or 
by email at generalmailbox@nmss.org.  

You can try with all your might,
But you’re reminded every night
That you been judged and handed life
Down in the Jackson Cage. 
- Bruce Springsteen

I didn’t have a choice when I was 
diagnosed with having multiple sclerosis.
 Oh, I guess I could have kept the 
numbness in my hands, chest, and feet 

to myself. But the abundant scarring on my 
brain was kind of hard to 
deny while the neurologist 
held my MRI scans up to 
the light as though he was 
presenting evidence in a 
high profile court TV case.
 Hindsight being 20/20, 
I should have shouted, “I 
object!” when he formally 
issued my diagnosis. 
Multiple sclerosis: A chronic, 
unpredictable neurological 
disease that affects the 
central nervous system. Not terminal, but 
no known cure. Two to three times as many 
women as men have MS.
Lucky me.
 The phrase that looped through my head 
the entire ride home and all the next day was 
reminiscent of when I pleaded for my parents 
to mercifully overturn a childhood grounding: 
“But I didn’t do anything.” 
 And just like my brother would stand 
behind Mom and Dad pointing and making 
fun of me, MS was in the back of my mind 
laughing as she made herself at home.
MS was here to stay. I didn’t have a choice.
 But I soon realized that the choice was all 

mine when I decided how I was going to live 
with the disease. Empowered by lyrics in the 
Bruce Springsteen song Jackson Cage and 
using the title as a euphemism for multiple 
sclerosis, I began endurance training for my 
competition of a lifetime. 

And it don’t matter just what you say
Are you tough enough to play the game  
they play
Or will you just do your time and fade away
Down into the Jackson Cage.

 Game on, I said. Game on, I 
continue to say every single day.
 I have no control over what 
the disease may do to me. But it 
is my choice and it’s the choice 
of every other person living with 
MS whether to get into the ring 
and give it our best shot every 
day.
 These are just a few of the 
things in my life that came about 
because I chose not to give up 

after I was diagnosed with having MS:
 I didn’t choose to have the 
disease, but I did choose to start taking better 
care of myself by eating more healthy foods 
and exercising regularly. Oh yeah, and I lost 
nearly 40 pounds as a result. 
 I chose to help others and myself deal with 
the disease by starting and leading a self-help 
group. Take that, MS! 
 I chose to befriend a National MS Society 
programs manager who helped me develop 
as a writer and introduced me to Jennifer, the 
woman who became my wife. Thanks, Karen. 
 Game on, and may we all be champions in 
our respective competitions. 




